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Why You Need an
Operating Model:
To Align Your People and
Deliver Your Strategy
Andrew Campbell
Ashridge Executive
Education

Mikel Gutierrez
Siemens Gamesa
Renewable Energy

Putting a new strategy into effect is always difficult. Andrew
Campbell and Mikel Gutierrez provide a practical solution to
designing the necessary changes: the Operating Model Canvas.
They describe how they applied it to the merger between Siemens
and Gamesa, demonstrating how this framework, along with its
supporting tools, can help leaders to design changes in their
organization and operations.
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e all know that slippage occurs between the strategic
plans we develop, the actions
we take and the results we
achieve. Few leaders say “Execution is the easy bit. Once we have
decided what to do, it’s no trouble
to make it happen.”
There are three parts to the
implementation of any new strategy:
• designing changes to the
current organization so that it
will be capable of implementing
the strategy
• transforming the organization,
guided by the design, so that it
becomes capable of implementing the strategy
• leading the transformed organization so that it delivers the
strategy.
Many authors have focused on
the second and third parts of the
journey: managing the transformation and leading the organization.
Don Sull and Rebecca Homkes,1
for example, looked at barriers to
transformation, and Kaplan and
Norton2 looked at how to convert
strategy into performance metrics
(the balanced scorecard) for leading
the organization. But less attention
has been paid to determining what
changes are needed in the organization and its operations and to how
this design work should be done.3
This is where an operating model is
invaluable.

Just like the blueprint for
a building, an operating
model captures the highlevel decisions of the
design team, allowing
others to conveniently
refer to those decisions
during the transformation.
An operating model is a blueprint of the new operational design.
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It can be a one-page document but is
more often ten to twenty pages. Just
like the blueprint for a building, an
operating model captures the highlevel decisions of the design team,
allowing others to conveniently refer
to those decisions during the transformation. It lays out the strategy
in terms of high-level operational
choices, providing a map for the
more detailed work which will be
necessary throughout the journey of
transformation. You would expect to
see those working on a new building
- the heating engineer, the foundations expert, the roofing contractor,
the project manager - with wellthumbed and marked up copies of
the architect’s blueprints. Likewise,
during a corporate transformation,
you should expect to see the head
of transformation, the IT architect,
the senior HR business partners,
the senior operations officers, the
head of property, and the head of
supply chain with well-thumbed and
marked up copies of the organization’s operating model.

Who Should Design the Operating
Model?

A high-level operating model is the
first step towards enacting a new
strategy, so it should be designed by
the top team: the team who developed the strategy. Strategies rarely
say much about specific operations.
In fact, when a strategy is complete, there are usually many questions left to be answered: what do
you want me to do? by when? how
much will this cost? do we have the
budget? do I have clearance to hire
extra people? what IT changes are
needed? what can be outsourced?
what new skills will we need? and
so forth. Rather than delegating all
these choices to lower levels, top
teams should provide some broad
answers to guide the functional specialists, who make the more detailed
choices.
If the top team try to make all
the choices, they can easily become

overwhelmed. The sheer volume of
decisions (see sidebar “What do you
need to decide before you implement your strategy?”) makes delegation to lower levels essential. Moreover, leaders recognise that many of
the decisions should be made by
managers with close knowledge of
the operations, which can mean
pushing some decisions three, four
or five levels down the hierarchy.
Unfortunately, managers further
down the hierarchy will not necessarily grasp the nuance of thought
that lies behind the strategy; making
it hard for them to align their choices
with it. Moreover, the perspectives
of individual members of the top
team will vary according to geography, product focus, or function.
They may give slightly different
interpretations to their teams. Without a blueprint guiding these operational choices, the result can be a
patchwork quilt of decisions rather
than a single weave aligned with the
strategy. Imagine a heating engineer
or an electrician deciding where
to place ducts and cables without
a blueprint of the rooms and their
intended uses.
There are, of course, traditional
mechanisms through which organizations do try to bring these disparate views into alignment. These
methods include: repeated explanations of the strategy, a transformation office set up to coordinate
the transformation projects, executive team meetings to discuss the
progress of the changes and, importantly, the personal influence and
involvement of the leader.
Unfortunately, these alignment
mechanisms often prove to be
quite weak compared to the forces
they hope to control. Repeating
the overall strategy often does not
help managers lower down with
the specific dilemmas they face.
Knowing that China is a priority
or that new product development
is the prime driver of growth does
not help an operations team decide
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What do you need to decide before you implement your strategy?
Let us use the example of a strategy to enter a new geographic market
(let’s say China) with an existing product, but with some tailoring of the
product to meet the needs of the new market.
Before the company can implement this strategy, managers need to
make a large number of decisions about both the organization and its
operations.
New Processes
How will we find and prioritize potential customers in China?
How will customer needs be recorded and applied to product tailoring?
How will the products, tailored to Chinese customers, be developed?
How will contracts with customers in China be drawn up?
How will the products for China be manufactured (on the same
production line, on a new production line, in a new factory)?
How will these products be shipped to customers?
How will the company provide customer service to Chinese customers?
How will these customers be invoiced and their payments collected?
How will the company handle late payments?
etc.
New People Roles
Who will ensure that the organization has the appropriate licenses to
do business in China?
Who will identify potential new customers in China (filling the China
business development role)?
Who will find out what those customers need, and translate these
needs for product development?
Who, in product development, will be in charge of products tailored for
China?
Who will negotiate contracts with Chinese customers?
Who will draw up contracts for Chinese customers?
Etc.
Finding and Training People for the New Roles
How will the company find (move from other roles, recruit, ?) the
people to do the China business development and how will those
people be trained for their new role?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Pay and Benefits
What will the people in the China business development role be paid?
On what will their bonus be based and what percentage will it be?
What hours will they work?
Similar decisions for other new roles.

Performance Management
How will managers measure the performance of those in the China
business development role?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Career Paths
What career path will each of the new roles follow?
Structure
Who will each new role report to?
Will those in the China business development role report to the Head of
Market Research or the Head of China or ….?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Decision Rights
How much authority will those in the China business development role
have and what roles will they play in decisions?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Technology and Information systems
What technology and information systems will those those in the China
business development role need to support their work?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Locations
Where will those in the China business development role work (which
city, which building, which floor, which desk)?
Similar decisions for other new roles.
Suppliers
Which suppliers will provide the resources and consumables we need
in China?
Will we outsource any of the work involved in serving China?
What sort of contracts and agreements do we need with each
supplier?
Management System
Who will provide motivation and leadership to the China team?
How will we make decisions to increase or decrease our effort in
China?
Who in finance will “control” the China initiative?
How will we set targets and allocate budgets for China?
How will we monitor performance in China?
How will we identify, manage, and report risks in China?
How will we resolve disagreements between those focused on China
and those with wider or other responsibilities?
etc.
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where to put a new factory or help
an HR team choose between a
matrix structure and a geographic
structure.
Transformation offices are typically tasked with delivery rather
than alignment. They focus on ensuring that projects are completed on
time, rather than on aligning the
detailed choices being made within
each project.
A new executive team is typically formed as the transformation
begins. Members are keen to work
well together, rather than to point
out differences or failings, so they
rarely challenge colleagues who
are going off-piste. Moreover, these
meetings are never long enough for
complex discussion.
The leader, having delegated the
work, typically focuses on motivating people or mediating disputes
rather than ensuring overall alignment.
An operating model, developed
by the top team, is therefore a vital
aid to alignment. It ensures that
the top team share a single understanding of how to enact the strategy and provides a common blueprint that can be shared with lower
levels.

What is an Operating Model?

The phrase “operating model” is
interpreted in many ways. Every
major consulting company has its
own framework and often more
than one. One McKinsey framework, for example, has three elements: structure, processes, people.4 A Deloitte framework covers
people, process, and technology,
elements that are commonly used
by business architects. 5 Alex
Osterwalder, in his popular book
Business Model Generation, lists
key activities, key resources and
key partners 6 as the three operational elements in his Business
Model Canvas. Despite differences in language and emphasis,
all of these frameworks concern
MBR | Spring 2021 | Volume 01 | Issue 02

themselves with broadly similar topics. They cover work processes, people, organizational
structure, information systems,
locations, operating technology,
supplier relationships, and more.
The Operating Model Canvas
(see Exhibit A)7, the framework
we propose, emphasises the processes of work that need to be
done to deliver value to customers and builds the other elements
around this focus. It also works in
concert with the Business Model
Canvas (see sidebar Operating
Model Canvas and Business Model Canvas).
Before a company can compose
a clear operating model, it must
have a clear strategy: what products and services (value propositions) will be produced? for which
customers? in which countries
or regions? and with what advantage or excellence? The Operating Model Canvas helps leaders
convert these strategy choices
into operational choices: what
work processes are needed, who
will do the work, in which locations, etc. The mnemonic POLISM
is a reminder of the six operational
elements.

•
•

•

•

•

•

Processes – the work steps
needed to deliver the products
and services
Organization – who will do the
work, how will these workers be
structured into an organization,
what support will they require
to perform the work, how will
they be attracted/chosen and
motivated, what decisions will
they make, what values will
guide their behavior
Location – where will this work
be done and what buildings and
other assets will the workers
need in these locations
Information – what information
systems (data and applications)
will the work require, who will
be the “business owners” of
these systems
Suppliers – what sort of external
suppliers will be necessary and
what kinds of relationships will
the organization have with these
suppliers
Management system – what
processes for planning, budgeting,
performance
management, people assessment, risk
management and continuous
improvement will be needed;
what calendar of meetings will

Exhibit A
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connect these processes; and
what scorecard will assess organizational progress.
The canvas offers a visual representation of these six elements.
At its heart are the sequences of
work (processes) needed for the
organization to deliver the products
and services (value propositions)

By thus limiting the
space allocated to each
element the canvas
forces leaders to focus
on the most important
choices.

defined by the strategy. The other
elements of operations are arranged
around these processes, with the
management system underpinning
and supporting the other five. The
model presents these six elements
as a canvas. By thus limiting the
space allocated to each element the
canvas forces leaders to focus on

Operating Model Canvas and Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas (BMC) was developed by Alex Osterwalder
and Yves Pigneur and published in the book “Business Model
Generation” in 2010. Since then it has become one of the most widely
used management tools.
The BMC (see exhibit 1) is a tool for describing, on a single page, a
business and how it creates value. There are nine elements which
are displayed in the one-page graphic (the canvas) so that their
interrelationships can easily be understood. Seven elements
describe the business: customer segments (the target customers),
customer relationships (how relationships are built with customers),
channels (how products/services are delivered to customers),
value propositions (the products or services offered to customers),
activities (the work that needs to be done to create the products
and services), resources (needed to support the work), and partners
(needed to support the work). The two additional elements
are revenue streams (which typically come from customers) and
cost structure (driven primarily by activities, resources, and
partners).
Exhibit 1: The Business Model Canvas

The right-hand side of the BMC is about customers, the value that is being
delivered to customers and how to interact with them. The left-hand side is
about operations: the work, the resources, and the suppliers.
The Operating Model Canvas (OMC) replaces the left side of the Business
Model Canvas (see exhibit 2). The five elements of the OMC (processes,
organization, information, location and suppliers) replace the three left
hand elements of the BMC (activities, resources and partners). Why is
five better than three? Partly because, with five elements, it is possible
to focus on aspects of operations that often get too little attention in
the BMC, such as people and organization, information technology,
and location. The OMC also uses language that is more management
friendly, so that it fits more easily into the conversations managers are
already having. Finally, the OMC places the work that needs to be done
(the processes) at the centre of the canvas, indicating that the other
four elements – organization, information, location and suppliers – need
to be designed in such a way as to facilitate the work that will create the
products and services.
Exhibit 2: The Operating Model Canvas replacing the left side of the
Business Model Canvas

The Operating Model Canvas has a sixth element – Management System. This component underpins the other five elements, concerning itself with
how to run the organization once it is set up. But, the management system is not only about operations and costs. It is also about customers and
revenues. So the management system underpins the whole Business Model Canvas.
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the most important choices. This
encourages them to create a highlevel overview and helps them see
how different elements are interconnected.
Take the example of a European
company which makes electrical
transformers for the power distribution industry, and which devised
a new strategy to expand into Asia
and the Americas by designing
products tailored to these markets.
The operating model canvas to
support this new strategy requires
the company’s leaders to define
the process steps needed to make
the transformers and to sell them,
both in Europe and internationally:
product design, supply, scheduling,
manufacturing, logistics, marketing, sales, and service. It also
requires the leaders to determine
whether this work will consist of
one global process or a number of
regional processes. For example,
will product design be done globally or done separately in Europe,
Asia, and Americas divisions?
In addition to defining the core
work needed and how it will be
structured, the operating model also
requires leaders to address, at a high
level, a range of other issues such
as who will do the work, how much
decision authority they should have,
company culture, location, supplier
relationships, IT applications, and
management systems.
Two factors determine which issues
should be addressed at this high-level
and which can be delegated down the
hierarchy: What is important to delivering the products and services?, and
what are the foreseeable difficulties in
executing the strategy?
So, if developing tailored
products is important to selling
transformers in new markets, the
operating model might address
the following issues: How will the
salespeople learn to understand
and interpret the special needs of
customers in these new markets?
What IT support will the salesMBR | Spring 2021 | Volume 01 | Issue 02

people need? How will the product
designers be able to quickly fulfil
requests from the salespeople? How
will manufacturing handle the need
to produce special products alongside their standard products without losing efficiency? How will the
production schedule ensure that
special products are delivered to
customers on time? In short, how
will a range of departments, already
busy with existing markets, give
potentially awkward requests from
new markets the attention they
deserve? The canvas requires leaders to provide some top-down guidance on all of these questions.
Likewise, if the strategy is
about lower prices or superior
technology or a more complete
product range or superior service,
the leaders will need to define the
main elements in operations that
will make these different drivers of success possible. The leaders might decide on high levels of
outsourcing to drive low costs that
will make lower prices possible or
joint ventures with local servicing
agents to provide superior service.
The content of a high-level operating model is not pre-determined; it
depends on what issues need to be
addressed at the high level, before
the rest of the choices can be delegated to lower levels.
For clarity, these high-level
choices are often summarized visually, using tools like organization
charts, process maps, and decision
grids.8 A high-level operating model
may reflect hundreds of choices,
but not thousands. By creating
the operating model, top managers ensure that decisions concerning different areas of the organization are interconnected and will
work well together. The model also
helps managers lower down to fully
understand the company’s strategy
and their part in it, deepening their
commitment to the strategy and
giving them the clarity they need to
make decisions with their teams.

An Operating Model for
Siemens Gamesa

The merger of two companies is a
time of massive transformation. The
newly combined management team
wants to preserve the best elements
of each company while eliminating
duplication, creating synergy, and
ensuring that the new company is
poised for success.
In 2017, the wind power division
of Siemens merged with Gamesa
to form Siemens Gamesa, a world
leader in both onshore and offshore
turnkey wind farms. Mikel Gutierrez,
one of the authors of this article, was
appointed head of Onshore Projects,
a division responsible for constructing and commissioning about 200
wind farms around the world each
year. Once a contract is signed,
Onshore Projects does all the work
until the new wind farm is handed
over to its owner, ready to use.
When the merger was completed on
April 3rd, 2017, Mikel announced his
team of direct reports and launched
a project to establish a new operating model for his division.
Because the new organization
was a union between two successful
companies, managers on both sides
had strong views about how the new
organization should operate, and
many were reluctant to change. Mikel
explained, “You have been living in
two well-designed houses. Now we
need to live in one shared house. It
must be better than both. We need to
create one super-duper new house.”
The division’s effort to create
an operating model began with a
training event in London for the
more than fifty managers who would
lead the work. At the event, trainers
explained the POLISM and Operating Model Canvas frameworks and
introduced participants to tools
such as value chain maps, organization models, decision grids, process
owner grids, IT blueprints, location
footprints, supplier matrices, scorecards and management calendars
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Tools that support the Operating Model Canvas
The Operating Model Canvas provides spaces in which decision makers can capture their design
choices. It helps leaders to see all the decisions they are making on one page, so they can spot
connections and contradictions.
Lying behind each of the six spaces are tools of analysis that help leaders make good choices –
see exhibit below

The
Operating
Model
Canvas

Value chain maps lay out the work – the series of activities or high-level processes – that
the organization needs to complete to create and deliver the products and services (value
propositions). These maps typically comprise multiple value chains. By laying out these
chains horizontally, and arranging them into columns of related skill, managers can explore the
synergies between chains and decide where to structure the organization by value chain, where
to structure by skill, and where to design a matrix. Value chain maps can also capture areas
of needed excellence (activities that need to be done particularly well for the organization to
succeed) and current problems (areas in which the company is currently underperforming).
People models describe the types of people the organization needs and the pay and conditions that
leaders believe will attract and retain these people. An operating model will typically contain three
or four people models, one for each of the three or four most critical skill groups, such as product
development engineers, technical sales reps, brand marketers, or platform technicians.
Organization model is a way of drawing a chart of the organization which distinguishes
between the operating work needed to create the products and services and the support work,
such as HR, finance, and IT. Organization models also capture the different relationships that
exist inside the organization, such as policy, shared service, and business unit.
Decision grids define the role each person or each department plays in major decisions.
IT blueprints show which department is responsible for each of the main processes, which IT
applications support those processes, which applications need to be woven into an enterprise
system, and which applications can stand alone.
Location footprints show where work will be done – the geographical area, the building, the
floor in the building, even the desk on that floor – and explain why.
Supplier matrix helps leaders to decide what work to insource and what to outsource, as well as
which suppliers to engage with simple contracts and which to engage in collaborative partnerships.
Management calendar lays out the main management meetings needed to run the
organization – governance, planning, budgeting, performance monitoring, employee reviews, risk
management, etc – and how they link together over a year or six months.
Scorecard captures the following elements: mission, vision and values; major transformation
projects and their progress; actual performance as compared to key performance indicators.
More information on these tools can be found in the book Operating Model Canvas or at
www.ashridgeonoperatingmodels.com

(see insert Tools that Support the
Operating Model Canvas).
The operating model project was
divided into five work streams. Each
was tasked with producing three
documents within a ten-week period:
a summary of the existing operating
model for each of the “houses,” a
description of the proposed operating model for the “new house,” and
a list of synergies which the team
expected would result from the move
into the “new house.” Emily Wright
led the overall project and reported
to Mikel’s executive team.
The teams were launched with
a clear articulation of the strategy
and value proposition: to build turnkey, onshore wind farms anywhere
in the world which would cost
less, be completed faster and have
better safety records than those of
competitors.
By the end of July, the division had agreed upon an operating
model. This model included:
• high-level process maps for
each function within Onshore
Projects and, in many cases, for
lower level processes as well
• organizational models (charts
that laid out roles and relationships) for the whole division and
for each function
• a decision grid for the major
decisions made within Onshore
Projects
• role descriptions for central
versus regional roles
• a process owner grid to clarify who had authority over
cross-functional processes
• an IT blueprint laying out
which IT applications would be
retained, which would be woven
into an integrated system, and
which functional leader would
be the “business owner” of each
application
• scorecards for Onshore Projects as a whole and for each
function, listing the timeline and
deliverable for each transformation project as well as perfor-
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Exhibit B: High-level Process for the New House

Process Owner Grid (clarifying corporate and regional roles)

Process Maps (for selected functions)
LOGISTICS VALUE CHAIN

PM VALUE CHAIN

-------

CONSTRUCTION VALUE CHAIN

Installation
Strategy
Development
Equipment & Tool
Development

Process
Engineering

Selection of
installation
strategies

Plan projeclfor
personnel, tools &
ccane
RfQ definition

Support procurement of
crane and resources

Manage install and commission

Execute
site demob

Design construction processes
Quality and EHS management & assurance along the construction chain
Drive continuous improvement
Manage material
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-------

BOP VALUE CHAIN
BoP
Development
- Technical
Advice &
Validation

BoP due diligence
&risk
assessment
BoP cost
quotation
BoP offer
preparation&
validaliol\.....

BoP design
and RfQ
definition

BoP
planning

BoP
subcontra
cting and
procurem
ent

Cost control, risks & opportunities
Global BoP processes
Quality and EHS management& assurance along the BoP chain
Continuous improvement
ONE office support

BoP execution
Project management
- Technical support

mance measures for ongoing
operations (it was vital that
performance on existing wind
farm projects should not suffer
during the transformation)
• a management calendar listing
the planning, target setting, and
performance review meetings
that would guide the division
through the transformation,
the objectives of each type of
meeting, the participants, and
whether the meeting would be
face-to-face or virtual
Exhibit B shows examples of
some of these outputs, suitably
redacted to protect confidentiality.
This particular operating model
had little information about two
aspects of POLISM: locations and
supplier relationships. The team
gave little attention to specific locations because they were not critical
to the value proposition. Each wind
farm project is built in a different
location, so the organization had to
be able to deliver anywhere in the
world. The question of supplier relationships was left to Siemens Gamesa’s procurement team, though in
hindsight, it probably would have
been better to have developed the
supplier side of the operating model
as part of this project. Doing so
would have clarified some contractual issues that proved to be a problem later on.
A ten-week design project cannot
cover everything. Issues which
depended on decisions in other parts
of the company remained outstanding. The teams involved could only
address areas for which they were
responsible. For example, health and
safety, clearly a vital issue when building a wind farm, was controlled by
another function. While Onshore Projects is responsible for ensuring health
and safety during construction, the
Health & Safety function is responsible for overall governance, setting
standards and determining how they
will be fulfilled. Because Health &
Safety was developing its approach
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IT Blueprint

on a different timetable, Onshore
Projects could not incorporate it fully
within the ten-week window.
Other issues could not be
decided until more detailed work
was completed. For example, the
scorecards for each of the functions
within Onshore Projects depended
on the outcome of more detailed
work and on input from Finance.
Some of the decisions the
team made during the ten-week
design period didn’t work out as
the transformation progressed.
Small adjustments were needed to
the process framework once the
transformation teams had time to
do more detailed analysis and to
integrate their thinking with the
work done by other functions.
A new operating model, in
other words, is not a final and fully
completed document, set in stone.
Like an architect’s blueprint, it may
require adjustment as the house is

Unlike building blueprints,
operating models do not
describe an object that will
stand still, but a process
that will evolve over time,
demanding changes when
circumstances change.
being built. Unlike building blueprints, operating models do not
describe an object that will stand
still, but a process that will evolve
over time, demanding changes
when circumstances change.
Reflecting on the experience,
Mikel and Emily drew out five
lessons:

nization out of two: we were building
only one house. I made it clear to the
teams that if they could not decide
within the ten-week period, I would
decide for them.” Design principles
are always the first step in design.
They limit the team’s choices and
guide their work. Without clear design
principles, especially in a merger situation, managers have a practically
limitless opportunity for disagreement and delay. Design principles
help to convert a general strategy into
thoughts that are useful to the design
teams. Other examples of their design
principles were “The operating model must ensure that the organization
can deliver projects in any part of
the world” and “Safety is the most
important priority.”

1. Agree upon design principles
at the beginning.

2. Document the existing
situation first.

As Mikel explained “We were very
clear that we were making one orga-

Understanding where you are starting
from is key. Understanding the exist-
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ing operating model helped teams
understand which practice was best.
Rather than developing a new design,
the teams could adopt the best practice already in use. Documenting the
existing situation also helped the
teams to identify areas of frustration
and inefficiency. They could then
develop solutions that were better
than those of either organization.
Unless you are developing an operating model for a new organization or
for one that is irretrievably broken, it
is well worth taking the time to understand the existing operations before
developing new designs.

3. Choose and prepare the teams.

Having the right people on the design
teams and preparing them properly
is essential. Team members should,
of course, be experts in their field, but
they also need to be open minded. New
creative design solutions are easier
with minds open to the possibility that
an alternative way could be just as effective or even better. As Mikel explained,
“They should be like children: eager to
find out what the other organization is
doing and willing to adopt new ways if
they are better.” Many team members
spent time working in the other organization to learn how the other team’s
processes operated.
It is also important to include
team members who will be part of the
change teams set up to implement the
new operating model. Their knowledge
of the discussions during the design
process will help them win the support
of others during the implementation.
Training the team ensures that
its members all start with the same
understanding of the task, so that they
can all contribute equally to the tough
choices. The idea of “living in a new,
shared, super-duper house” helped
everyone to develop a shared focus.

4. Use a common framework and
create a lexicon of terms

Never underestimate the benefit of
speaking a common language. The
training ensured that all teams were
MBR | Spring 2021 | Volume 01 | Issue 02

using a common framework, making it
easier for them to link together. It was
also important to use the same words
for describing processes, capabilities,
and roles. While using a common
vocabulary certainly improves communication, it also makes it clear that
things are moving forward and prepares the team mentally for change.
One of the most valuable tools during
this project was a dictionary of common terms used by all teams. “We
found that the two organizations were
less different than expected. We were
just using different names for the same
activities” explained Emily Wright. As
the two organizations worked together
more and more, the lexicon expanded,
helping everyone to understand each
other and the new model.

5. Ten weeks, not ten months or
ten days

There is no question that the teams
needed time to fully understand the
operating model and to discuss alternatives. But they also needed to feel time
pressure so that they would arrive at
a conclusion instead of succumbing to
analysis paralysis. With no deadline,
managers have no incentive to find
compromises, and tend to delay the
tough decisions. They are likely to focus
on getting it exactly right, rather than
on getting it done. Mikel made it clear
that, at the end of ten weeks, decisions
would be made, whether the teams had
reached agreement or not.
Speed in the operating model
design phase has many advantages.
It energises those affected. It gives
less time for people to look for other
jobs before they know what their
role will be in the new organization. It gives more time for making
the changes that follow. The downside is that some of the choices will
turn out to be wrong. So, it must be
clear to team members that it will be
possible to revise their choices later
if necessary.
Emily Wright reflected, “This
has been a highly effective process
that accelerated the implementation

of our strategy. Most post-merger
integration focuses on synergies.
Instead, we started by creating a
shared vision of our new house, so
that we could start implementing
our strategy alongside the detailed
work on synergies, which has been
ongoing for the last year. We are now
working in a more connected and
aligned way than would otherwise
have been the case. In future integration projects, I will always begin
with an operating model.”9
Leaders cannot succeed by
strategy alone. The first step in
implementing the strategy is to
convert their strategic ideas into
choices about organization and
operations. By using the operating model concept, along with the
framework of the Operating Model
Canvas and its accompanying
tools, leaders are guided to design
the changes that will make the
organization capable of implementing their strategy.
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Endnotes
1. See “Why Strategy Execution Unravels
and What to Do about it”, Donald Sull,
Rebecca Homkes and Charles Sull,
HBR, March 2015. “Promised-based
Management, the Essence of Execution”
by Donald Sull and Charles Spinosa, HBR,
April 2007. “Turning Strategy into Results”,
Donald Sull, Stefano Turconi, Charles Sull
and James Yoder, MIT Sloan Management
Review, January 1, 2018
2. The Balanced Scorecard, Robert S Kaplan
and David P Norton, HBS Press, 1996 and

“Strategy Maps: Converting Intangible
Assets into Tangible Outcomes”, Robert
S Kaplan and David P Norton, HBS Press,
2004
3. One article that addresses this issue
head on, in the context of a merger,
is “Realizing the value of your merger
with the right operating model”, Caitlin
Hewes, Rebecca Kaetzler, Kameron
Kordestani, and Olivier Rigaud, https://
www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/
organization/our-insights/realizing-the-

value-of-your-merger-with-the-rightoperating-model
4. https://www.mckinsey.com/businessfunctions/organization/our-insights/
realizing-the-value-of-your-merger-withthe-right-operating-model
5. The Deloitte framework can be found at
https://www2.deloitte.com/lu/en/pages/
strategy/solutions/target-operatingmodel.html
6. Business Model Generation, Alexander
Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, Wiley, 2010
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7. www.operatingmodelcanvas.com
8. See www.ashridgeonoperatingmodels.
com for examples of these tables, charts
and maps.
9. This is also the most recent
recommendation from the consultants
McKinsey & Co, see https://www.
mckinsey.com/business-functions/
organization/our-insights/realizing-thevalue-of-your-merger-with-the-rightoperating-model
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